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UNIT-1 RESPONSIBILITY TO SOCIETY; PRESS AND
DEMOCRACY
1.1 Learning Objective
1.2 Introduction
1.3 Democracy and a free press
1.4 Habermas and the concept of Public Sphere
1.5 Media in the era of deregulation
1.6 Globalisation and the triumph of corporate media
1.7 The Internet and the prospects for Democratic Media
1.8 Check your progress

1.1 LEARNING OBJECTIVES
After completing this unit learners should be able to:
 Understand the role of a free media in a democracy.
 Understand the changes in the functioning of media post globalisation and
consequent deregulation.
 Appreciate the role of media in maintaining a healthy democratic setup
backed by an enlightened civil society.

1.2. INTRODUCTION
Press has, by and large, an important role to play in a democracy. It is called the
fourth pillar of democracy. Since democracy is government by the people, for the
people and to the people, an informed public sphere is an absolute necessity for the
realization of democratic ideals. It is here that media is called for. The question that
now faces us how far media has been successful in carrying out its role in a
democratic society such as ours. It also becomes pertinent to look at critics who point
at the failure of media in certain areas of vital importance. A democratic media is
truly meant for the citizens of a nation and has to adhere to strict ethical standards
during its operation.
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1.3 DEMOCRACY AND A FREE PRESS
One key tenet of a democracy is the separation of powers into the various
independent branches of government. These are the legislature that makes the laws, a
judiciary that interprets and applies the law and an executive that carries out the
administration. Societies in the past were relatively small and citizens were able to
engage face-to-face or via handwritten messages in their deliberation and decisionmaking process. As populations grew larger participation in a democracy required
mediation, i.e. communication is now mediated. The earliest mass media was the
newspaper, followed by the radio and television, and today, the Internet.
Because of its emerging function as a watchdog that monitors the running of the
nation by exposing excesses and corruption, and holding those in power accountable,
the media was regarded as the fourth estate, supplementing the three branches of
government by providing checks and balances. The media also plays a more basic
role as a provider of information necessary for rational debate.
A healthy democracy rests on the premise of an electorate making informed choices
and this in turn rests on the quality of information that they receive. The media, as an
institution, has for a long time enjoyed the position as a trusted primary source of
news and information. Due to the enlarging population, it has become no longer
possible for every citizen to participate directly in the democratic process. This led to
the representational form of democracy where representatives speak and act on behalf
of individuals. The media, in this environment, took on the role of being a voice of
the people to those in government.
All said and done, questions have also been raised about the media‘s representation of
the public. Because journalists, are seen now as a representatives of the public,
questions are raised over whether there is a wide enough range of opinions to
represent the public‘s interests.
As the media becomes increasingly commercial there are also questions about the
quality of news and information, which may be compromised when the media focuses
more on entertainment to retain their audiences‘ attention. Entertainment is often seen
as emotive as opposed to rational discussion. There are also concerns that the role of
the citizens are now reduced to a passive observer whose only democratic function is
to cast the final vote.
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1.4 HABERMAS AND THE CONCEPT OF PUBLIC SPHERE
In classical democratic theory, the press and then the broadcast media were to provide
information, ideas, and debate concerning issues of public significance in order to
promote a democratic public sphere. The democratic functions of the press were to
provide a check against excessive power and to inform the people concerning the
major issues of public interest in order to allow their knowledgeable participation in
public life. A free press was vitally necessary to maintain a democratic society and it
is often claimed by champions of democracy that freedom of the press is one of the
features that defines the superiority of democratic societies over competing social
systems such as authoritarianism.

Jurgen Habermas
(Source: Creative Commons)
This concept of a free press was also extended to the broadcast media that were
assigned a series of democratic responsibilities. In countries like Britain which
developed a public service model of broadcasting, radio and then television was
considered part of the public sector. Even in the US, where a private industry model
of broadcasting came to dominate, the Federal Communications Act of 1934 and
subsequent legislations and court decisions have highlighted that the primary
objective of broadcasting was to serve the public interest.
In Western concepts of democracy, broadcasting was thus initially conceived as a
public utility, subject to regulation by the government to assure that broadcasting
would meet its democratic responsibilities.
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1.5 MEDIA IN THE ERA OF DEREGULATION
During the era of deregulation pursued in England by Thatcher and her successors
and in the U.S. by the Reagan administration and subsequent regimes, much of the
broadcasting regulatory apparatus was dismantled and giant corporations took over
key broadcast media, or became increasingly powerful. Starting with the Thatcher
administration in the late 1970s, country after country deregulated its media. This led
to a proliferation of private media corporations to compete with largely state-run
public broadcasting. This was the phase that saw the weakening of public service
broadcasting, replacing it with a market model.
In the era of globalization of the 1990s and into the new millennium, market models
of broadcasting generally emerged as dominant throughout the world, and a series of
global mergers took place that consolidated media ownership into ever fewer hands.
A similar trend could be observed, back home in India, around this time. India too,
post liberalisation, saw a proliferation of private media channels. This was a complete
break from the then existing media sphere dominated by Doordarshan and All India
Radio.
Eversince media have been increasingly organized on a business model, and
competition between proliferating commercialized media have provided a boost to
replacing news with entertainment, to generate a tabloidization of news, and to pursue
profits and sensationalism rather than public enlightenment and democracy.
Many scholars have criticized the consequences of media deregulation and the
triumph of a market model for democracy over the past decades. If corporate media
promote their own interests and agendas, they do not serve their democratic purpose
of informing the people. Moreover, if the media corporations utilize their powerful
instruments of communication and information to advance their own corporate
interests and those of politicians and policies that they favour, then it implies that
media have lost their democratic functions of serving the people and society at large.
Habermas had a problem with this. For Jurgen Habermas, the problem was rooted in
the transition from the liberal public sphere grounded in democratic public
institutions to a corporate-controlled media of late capitalism.
For Habermas, during the era of the Enlightenment and 18th century democratic
revolutions, public spheres emerged where individuals could discuss and debate
issues of common concern. In his influential study The Structural Transformation of
the Public Sphere (1989), Habermas gives an account of the structural change of the
public sphere in the contemporary era with the rise of state capitalism, culture
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industries, and the increasingly powerful positions of economic corporations and big
business in public life. On this account, big economic and governmental
organizations took over the public sphere. Citizens became content to become
primarily consumers of goods, services, and political administration.
The classical liberal public sphere was a location where criticism of the state and
existing society could circulate. The institutions and sites of the 18th century
democratic public sphere included newspapers, journals, and a press independent
from state ownership and control, coffee houses where individuals read newspapers
and engaged in political discussion, and public assemblies which were the sites of
political oratory and debate. During the 19th century, the working class developed its
own public spheres in union halls, party cells and meeting places, and institutions of
working class culture.
Habermas describes a transition from the liberal public sphere which originated in the
Enlightenment and the American and French revolutions to a media-dominated public
sphere in the current era. As Habermas argued: "Publicity loses its critical function in
favor of a staged display" (1989: 206).
For Habermas, the function of the media has changed from facilitating rational
discourse and debate within the public sphere into shaping, constructing, and limiting
public discourse to those themes validated and approved by media corporations.
Citizens thus become spectators of media presentations and discourse that mould
public opinion. They are reduced to objects of news, information, and political
manipulation.
1.6 GLOBALIZATION AND THE TRIUMPH OF CORPORATE MEDIA
Today's public spheres include the print and broadcast media, computer data bases,
websites, and Internet discussion groups, utilized by social movements, local citizens
organizations, subcultures, and political interest groups. During the past two decades
the dominant media of information and communication have become largely
"corporate media," first, because they are owned by big corporations like
NBC/RCA/General Electric, Murdoch‘s News Corporation, Bertelsmann,
ABC/Disney, Sony, AOL/Time Warner or ZEE (in India). Secondly, these media
conglomerates express the corporate point of view and advance the agendas of the
organizations that own them and the politicians who they support.
Within the past two decades, the most powerful corporate forces have tightened their
control of both the state and the media in the interests of aggressively promoting a
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business agenda at the expense of other social groups. The present policies of
deregulation, tax breaks for the wealthy, military build-up, cut-back of social
programs, and the widening of class divisions are increasingly evident as we enter a
new millennium. As the new century unfolds, globalized societies witness an everincreasing corporate and military power and worsening social conditions for the vast
majority. It is here that corporate media continues to play a major role in managing
consumer demand and creating people's sense of political events and issues. Since the
media continue to become an ever greater political power and social force, it is all the
more important to scrutinise the corporate media, analyzing their threats to
democracy, and seeing the corporate media as a social problem.
During the 1980s and 1990s, television networks in the United States amalgamated
with other major sectors of the cultural industries and corporate capital. This included
mergers between CBS and Westinghouse; MCA and Seagram‘s; Time Warner and
Turner Communications among others. This union brought together huge
corporations involved in TV, film, magazines, newspapers, books, information
databases, computers, and other media, suggesting a coming synthesis of media and
computer culture, of entertainment and information in a new infotainment society.
In Europe also there have been frantic mergers of media corporations. There has been
a rise of new conglomerates in the face of declining media empires. In France, the
Dassault group, headed by a right-wing politician who controlled a media empire has
taken over the weekly Express and 14 other acquisitions. In Italy, Silvio Berlusconi
owns the three main private television channels and as prime minister now also
controls state television. In Spain, the Prisa company controls major newspaper and
other publications, as well as radio and television networks.
These amalgamations bring together corporations involved in TV, film, magazines,
newspapers, books, information data bases, computers, and other media, suggesting a
coming together of media and computer culture, of entertainment and information in
a new networked and multimedia infotainment society. There have also been massive
mergers in the telecommunications industry, as well as between cable and satellite
industries with major entertainment and corporate conglomerates. By 2003, ten
gigantic multinational corporations, including AOL Time Warner, Disney-ABC,
General Electric-NBC, Viacom CBS, News Corporation, Viviendi, Sony,
Bertelsmann, AT&T, and Liberty Media controlled most of the production of
information and entertainment throughout the globe. The result is less competition
and diversity, and more corporate control of newspapers and journalism, television,
radio, film, and other media of information and entertainment.
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The corporate media, communications, and information industries are frantically
scrambling to deliver a wealth of services. These will include increased Internet
access, wireless cellular telephones, and personal communication devices, which will
facilitate video, film, entertainment, and information on demand, as well as Internet
shopping and even pornography and gambling. Consequently, the fusions of the
immense infotainment conglomerates disclose a synergy between information
technologies and multimedia, which combine entertainment and information,
undermining distinctions between these domains, and producing powerful new social
forces.
The neoliberal deregulation agenda of the 1980s and 1990s attempted to remove all
major structural constraints on the broadcasting business in terms of ownership,
licenses, and business practices. Furthermore, it eliminated public service
requirements and restraints on advertising and programming in many countries, thus
allowing television networks, for instance, to increase advertising, cut back on
documentaries and public service programming, and to use children's programs to
dramatize commercial toys, eliminating the regulation of children's television that
restricted advertising and forbid children's shows based on commercial toys.
Deregulation contributed massively to the concentration and commercialization of the
mainstream media.
Consequently, neoliberal deregulation of the media dramatically redefined the
relationships between government and broadcasting and attempted to undo decades of
regulatory guidelines and policies. As a result, during the past two decades, there has
been a significant reduction of news, documentary, and public affairs broadcasting.
The trend toward sensationalism has been intensified with reality programming.
Deregulation also led to dramatic conglomerate take-overs of radio stations and
curtailment of radio news operations. In practice, this meant major curtailment of
local news, thus depriving communities that did not have a local daily newspaper of
news concerning their areas. Previously, it was radio that was the voice of these
communities, but with the take-over of local radio stations by corporate
conglomerates, local news and public affairs were often cut back significantly and
even sometimes eliminated completely. During the 1990s and into the new
millennium consolidation and commercialization of radio continued to intensify with
a small number of firms buying up more and more local radio stations.
Other studies during the first decade of broadcasting deregulation indicated an
increased amount of commercial interruptions, dramatically deteriorating children's
television, large cutbacks in news and public affairs programming, and a more
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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conservative corporate climate at the networks where individuals feared for their jobs
in a period of "bottom-line" corporate firing (see Kellner, 1990). Furthermore,
pressure groups used a variety of strategies to push and keep network news coverage
on the right track.
During the Gulf War of 1991 and the Afghanistan war following the September 11
terror attacks, the broadcasting networks and press were subject to unprecedented
pressure to conform to the views of the respective wars advanced by the Bush
administration in question and the Pentagon. In addition during Gulf War I and the
Afghanistan war, there were organized campaigns to mobilize audiences against
networks or papers that criticized U.S. policy that documented civilian casualties. The
result is that during war, the press and broadcasting institutions in the U.S. are little
more than cheerleaders for the military effort and instruments of propaganda for the
state. Moreover, not only are news programs slanted toward the hegemonic positions
of corporate and government elites, but discussion shows also are dominated by
conservative discourses.
Thus, in the past twenty-five years, while there has been an increase in news and
discussion programming, the dominant political discourse has been largely
conservative. The corporate media in the U.S. helped forge the conservative
hegemony of the 1980s by going down "on bended knee" to the Reagan
administration, failing to vigorously criticize its policies. The corporate media also
actively promoted the Reagan program of tax breaks for the rich and corporations,
deregulation, union-busting, a massive military build-up, chauvinistic patriotism, and
aggressive foreign intervention.
During the first Bush administration, the mainstream media in the United States
provided propaganda for Bush‘s military intervention. Coverage of the Iraqi invasion
of Kuwait and Bush's immediate dispatching of troops to Saudi Arabia made it appear
natural that only a military response to the Iraqi invasion was viable, that war in the
Middle East was inevitable. Moreover, the corporate media failed to vigorously
debate the political, ecological, and human consequences of the Gulf War and
whether such an adventure was really in the interests of the people of the United
States. Instead, the major television networks generally presented every position and
action by the Bush administration and its multinational coalition positively. There
were few voices seen or heard on corporate television against the slaughter of tens of
thousands of Iraqis, including many civilian deaths, or the destruction of the Iraqi
economic infrastructure by coalition bombing. Even the slaughter of fleeing Iraqis,
after they formally announced withdrawal from Kuwait and sought a cease fire in the
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United Nations, was ignored or quickly passed over by the television networks in
favor of joyous images of the liberation of Kuwait.
On the whole, corporate-controlled media promote the interests of conservative
parties and economic interests. Throughout the world the Rupert Murdoch owned
News Corporation disseminated aggressively right-wing politics and in Italy media
baron Silvio Berlusconi became prime minister with the aid of his media empire
behind him, despite a series of business scandals that could have landed him in jail.
In general, the decline of documentaries, public affairs programming, and political
discussion helped produce a less informed electorate, more susceptible to political
manipulation. Democracy requires vigorous public debate of key issues of importance
and an informed electorate, able to make intelligent decisions and to participate in
politics. Corporate control of the media meant that corporations could use the media
to aggressively promote their own interests and to cut back on the criticism of
corporate abuses that were on the rise.
The 1990s was an era of escalating social problems caused by globalization and the
abuses of corporate capitalism, key social problems like the environment and
ecological problems, a crisis in public health, growing inequality between rich and
poor, and dangerous corporate practices that would eventually explode in 2002. It was
an era of neoliberals in which not only were the media deregulated, but so too were
corporate practices, financial markets, and the global economy. The media tended to
celebrate the ―new economy‖ and the period of economic boom and growing
affluence, while overlooking the dangers of an overinflated stock market, an
unregulated economy, and the growing divisions between haves and have-nots.
1.7THE INTERNET AND THE PROSPECTS FOR DEMOCRATIC MEDIA
The only way that a democratic social order can be maintained is for the mainstream
media to assume their democratic functions of critically discussing all issues of public
concern from a variety of viewpoints, thus fostering vigorous public debate. The
democratic imperative that the press and broadcasting provide a variety of views on
issues of public interest has been increasingly sacrificed. Many critics have argued
that over the past decades a wide range of social problems have not been adequately
addressed and that the corporate media themselves have become a major social
problem that have blocked social progress while advancing the interests of corporate
institutions and conservative politics.
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Democratizing the media system will require development of a vigorous reform
movement and recognition for all progressive social movements of the importance of
invigorating the media system for addressing urgent social problems and issues. This
process will involve sustained critique of the corporate media, calls for reregulation,
and the revitalization of public television, cultivation of community and public radio,
improved public access television, an expansion of investigative and public service
journalism, and full democratic utilization of the Internet. Since corporations control
the mainstream press, broadcasting, and other major institutions of culture and
communication, there is little hope that the corporate media will be democratized
without major pressure or increased government regulation of a sort that is not on the
horizon in the present moment in most parts of the world.
The Internet, by contrast, provides potential for a democratic revitalization of the
media. The Internet makes accessible more information available to a greater number
of people, more easily, and from a wider array of sources than any instrument of
information and communication in history. Moreover, the Internet allows two-way
communication and democratic participation in public dialogue, which is essential to
producing a vital democracy.
While the above argument is true, it shouldn‘t be forgotten that much of the world is
not yet wired, many people do not even read, and different inhabitants in various parts
of the globe receive their information and culture in very dissimilar ways through
varying sources, media, and forms. Thus, the type and quality of information vary
tremendously, depending on an individual's access and ability to properly interpret
and contextualize it.
Democracy, however, requires informed citizens and access to information and thus
the viability of democracy is dependent on citizens seeking out crucial information,
having the ability to access and appraise it, and to engage in public conversations
about issues of importance. Democratic media reform and alternative media are thus
crucial to revitalizing and even preserving the democratic project in the face of
powerful corporate and political forces. How media can be democratized and what
alternative media can be developed will of course be different in various parts of the
world, but without a democratic media politics and alternative media democracy itself
cannot survive in a vigorous form, nor will a wide range of social problems be
addressed.
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1.8 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
1. Explain the concept of Public Sphere?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
2. List five most important roles of media in a democracy.
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
3. Corporatisation of media is a boon or a bane? Discuss.
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
4. Can Internet emerge as a truly democratic media of future?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
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UNIT-2

CONTEMPORARY DEBATES AND ISSUES
RELATING TO MEDIA

2.1 Learning Objective
2.2 Introduction
2.3 Impact of Media on Children
2.4 Gender and Media
2.5 Media and Environmental issues
2.6 Media and Human Rights
2.7 Check Your Progress
2.1 LEARNING OBJECTIVES
After completing this unit learners should be able to:
 Identify and take part in the issues and current debates relating to media.
 Appreciate or criticise media‘s role in highlighting issues of human rights,
environmental protection, gender equality and children welfare.
 Appreciate the role of media in maintaining a healthy democratic setup
backed by an enlightened civil society.

2.2. INTRODUCTION
As we all know, a free media and democracy go hand-in-hand. Media is supposed to
be a watchdog of democracy. However, in recent past there have been several
apprehensions and debates regarding media‘s role in modern democracies such as
ours. Media has often been criticised of neglecting its own duties and responsibilities
towards its audiences. It has often been alleged that media, many and times, acts on
behalf of the rich and powerful in the society, in utter disregard of its primary duties
towards the citizens. Some such instances have been explained below.
2.3 IMPACT OF MEDIA ON CHILDREN
It has been found that children of the age group of one to three years are impressed by
television ads. They enjoy the jingles of popular TV commercials and can be seen
repeating them. The same group of children are also impressed by glossy newspaper
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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ads of chocolates and dresses. After seeing these ads children often force their parents
to buy them those products.
Children of five years of age are also influenced by advertisements. They may insist
on buying new products simply because they saw them in advertisements. Books,
however, don‘t come under their list of preferences. They fall under the operational
gamut of their parents. Girls try new creams, lotions, perfumes and fake jewels
because they see ladies using them in TV commercials. While surfing through the net
children come across banner ads. Most of them don‘t even know what these are, but,
nevertheless, may click on them, often out of curiosity.
Of radio and TV ads, it is the latter that have been found to have a profound influence
on children.
Children of five to seven years of age are also influenced by TV commercials and
radio jingles. Though they read newspapers, it is often out of compulsion. Most of
them get addicted to TV, and prefer to watch their favourite TV serials and cartoon
programmes. Many children surf the Internet regularly. Even while playing outdoor
games, their conversations often revolve around objects and themes that they saw in
the TV. It has been seen that TV often enhances their aspirations for material
possessions which are beyond their reach.
The children of the age group of 10 to 11 take many clues from the media. Their
exposure to media is more compared to all previous age groups. TV commercials
fascinate them.
Children of the age group of 11 to 13 can be considered to be adults among children.
Academic pressures are highest at this stage. Children, sometimes, employ the media
to complete their homework. Their exposure to media is not restricted to cartoons
anymore. They start watching a variety of programmes. Their exposure to
advertisements of different products and services increases at this stage.
Thus it can be seen that advertisements constitute an important media viewing habit
of children. Children are exposed to advertisements right from the day they are
exposed to media. Advertisements do affect the children by increasing their
aspirations for material possessions. The same may also infuse in them unrealistic
expectations from life, career and relationships.
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2.4 GENDER AND MEDIA
It is alleged that media in India, at least, doesn‘t address serious issues about
exploitation and unequal treatment of women in different spheres. Rather it has often
portrayed women as sex objects. Media reports sex related incidents by way of
sensationalizing news of atrocities on women. Thus, instead of highlighting the
exploitation of women they end up becoming one of the reasons for an increase in
violence against women. Media coverage mostly tends to glorify crime against
women.
Again, it is alleged that in a very subtle way media has perpetuated the stereotyped
image of woman as a householder and an inconsequential entity in the traditional
value system. Generally, women‘s problems never figure on the front page of a
newspaper unless it is a cold-blooded murder or a case of rape. Newspapers, even in
the women‘s page, don‘t usually address relevant issues for women. Instead,
reporting is mostly centred on beauty tips, recipes and latest fashion.
Reporting of crime against women:
In a study conducted by Media Advocacy Group, the following recommendations
were made:
1. Media needs to take an extended, broader view of crimes against women. It
has to be instrumental in conducting a social audit on factors responsible for
increasing crimes, particularly against women and children.
2. It also has to be instrumental in creating awareness in the civil society of the
causes and nature of the crime itself, and of the preventive measures.
3. When treating these issues, media has to be factual and objective.
The study found that, the only regulation that governs a sensitive reporting on the
issue is that the rape victim‘s name should not be disclosed. Apart from this, the study
found no strong regulation regarding the reporting of such crimes against women.
Often, the study observed, that the whole act was reported graphically by media. The
victim‘s family and address was cited, thereby making a mockery of the above
regulation. Media, on an average, was insensitive while reporting crime against
women.
Limited coverage of women’s issues: Newspaper coverage of serious issues
affecting women, such as adverse sex ratio, infant and maternal mortality, crime
against women and the effects of poverty against women and their families, is rather
limited. A lot of space, instead, goes to fashion, glamour, beauty aids, weight
reduction, cookery and the like. There are comparatively fewer articles on career
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opportunities, health awareness, entrepreneurship, legal aids, counselling services and
financial management for women. Research has found scant importance being given
to development issues of women.
Portrayal of women in media: Most of the times television has portrayed a breed of
week indecisive men ensnared by sexy women when in reality men play an active
role in oppressing women in various ways including subjecting them to physical
assault, rape, pushing them into sex trade and even abandoning them. It is desirable
that serials should be close to reality.
The portrayal of women in media has led the National Commission of Women
(NSW) to recommend amendment in the Indecent Representation of Women
(Prohibition Act), 1986.The NSW wants to include new technologies such as MMS as
well as electronic media to come under the purview of the act.
Programmes that talk of income generating schemes for women often include
womanly-jobs such as papad-making, sewing, embroidery, pickles making and so on.
Stress should be given to non-traditional skills which can break the myth that women
are suited to certain kinds of jobs only. Most media images of women reinforce the
stereotype of women being a housewife or a sex object.
Effective informative communication is one of the most important channels for the
growth and development of women in the informal and unorganised sector. Without
vital information regarding services and benefits available through legislation,
government schemes, banks and voluntary organisations, women can hardly take
advantage of them. Thus the media should take into consideration the following
points:
1. The media must project the working women in the unorganised sector as
worker and not merely as performing the duties of wife / daughter. Media
need to project women as producers and not merely consumers of goods and
services.
2. While projecting the problems of women in poverty, media should make sure
that conflicting role models are not portrayed.
3. To improve content and coverage, co-ordinated efforts for increased
interaction between NGOs, women‘s social groups, research organisations and
media should be developed.
It may also be worthwhile here to refer to the recommendations made by Joshi
Committee regarding positive portrayal of women in Doordarshan.
1. There should be a widespread understanding of women‘s issues. Without the
same the nation can‘t progress.
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2. The government must formulate clear guidelines regarding positive portrayal
of women on TV. The portrayal must cover all aspects of the lives of women.
3. The number of commercial formula films must be drastically reduced. The
cheap song-and-dance sequences should be reduced.
4. Women shouldn‘t be portrayed in stereotyped images that emphasize positive,
submissive qualities. Both men and women should be portrayed in ways that
encourage mutual respect and a spirit of give and take between the sexes.
5. The foreign exchange resource should be spent on importing worthwhile
educative programmes on women in neighbouring and other third world
countries.
6. It is necessary to ensure that a large number of rural women gain access to
TV. Mahilamandals may be involved in the community viewing arrangement.
2.5 MEDIA AND ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
We are living in a polluted environment. Our times are marked by oil spills over huge
water bodies, denudation of forests, hole in the ozone layer, topsoil erosion, wildlife
extinction and so on. Each of these has a long term effect on human beings. Pollution
is man-made. It is not a natural disaster. Whenever human beings interfere in the
balance of nature, pollution occurs. What is thereby needed is a complete awareness
of the phenomenon among the people. It is here that media can play a lead role.
Media can make the people environmentally aware thorough information.
Media can take our attention towards environmental hazards. In 1962, for instance,
Rachel Carson‘s book, Silent Spring, was published. This book was not only read by
people in the US. It was read all over the world. It led to sudden spurt in the
awareness levels of the people about our environment. Media, such as newspapers,
TV and Internet can create similar awareness among the people.
In India mass media has a definite role to play in creating awareness on
environmental issues. Government can‘t always be trusted on the matter. Many a time
government departments conceal certain facts. It is through investigative journalism
that these facts are revealed to the people at large. For example, the fact that, in India,
nearly 1574 dams are dying prematurely was revealed by media.
Many environmentalists treat mass media as a powerful tool of reaching out to the
masses. A Hindi daily, Nai Duniya, for instance, wrote about the plight of workers of
Mandasur district of Madhya Pradesh. These workers were seriously affected by
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lime-slate dust. The environmentalists, with the help of media, were able to obtain
both financial and medical relief for the workers.
The environmentalists, while taking up an issue, normally indulge in activities that
attract the attention of media. The more dramatic the activity, the more the amount of
controversy it creates, thereby attracting the attention of media. Unfortunately, media
pays more attention to the mode of protest than going to the bottom of the issue /
problem and pondering over solutions.
2.6 MEDIA AND HUMAN RIGHTS
Human rights may be defined as those privileges which can justifiably be claimed by
every person in this planet. Everyone is entitled to these rights. Right to dignity of
living, for instance, is a basic human right.
Human rights, as is understood today, took shape during the American Declaration of
Independence in 1776 and the French Declaration of the Rights of Men.
The United Nations, Universal Declaration of Human Rights was adopted on 10th
December, 1948. It was the only official document of its kind till date. It proclaims
economic, social and cultural rights, in addition to political and civil rights and
freedom to the people of the world.
The preamble to the declaration has quite rightly pointed out that it is the contempt
for human rights that has resulted in the most barbarous and heinous crimes all over
the world.
The United Nations reaffirmed its faith in the worth of human beings and in the equal
rights for men and women. The right to work under just and favourable conditions
and protection against unemployment are personal rights granted by this declaration.
The Declaration states that all are equal before the law and are entitled to equal
protection from it. There is a special emphasis on the basic provision of the right to a
standard of living adequate for the health and wellbeing of individuals and their
families. It includes access to food, clothing, housing, medical care and necessary
social service.
It is important to note that these rights are universally accepted. However, a
successful mechanism to enforce them is yet to be developed. This is the reason for
the large scale inequalities among people of the world. Even within a nation,
inequalities on the basis of caste, class, wealth, creed and gender exist. This is quite
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apparent in India where the very structure of the society is based on a rigid caste
system.
The United Nations has also adopted two international covenants which are effective
from 1976. These are international covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights
and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.
The mass influx of Bangladeshi refugees into India, a coercive state machinery in
erstwhile USSR preventing its citizens from following any religion and violent
struggle against apartheid in the then South Africa, are just a few examples of the
deterioration of human rights situation in different parts of the world.
The state mayn‘t always be right. The arbitrary use of state power has time and again
proved unpopular with the masses. It needs to be remembered that state power may
be misused by the present day administration. Therefore voluntary agencies
sometimes play the role of watchdog over the activities of the government. It is here
that media plays a decisive role.
However, it has often been seen that media, while reporting on human rights issues, is
often seen siding with those in power, i.e. the administration. Media, here, is seen as
an agent of power. It, more often than not, helps maintain a status quo in the society.
It backs the elite and powerful persons in society. During the US bombardment of
Iraq, the world‘s media was never opposed to the brutal show of power by America.
The right to a decent standard of living and the right to employment are just two of
the many rights granted by Indian Constitution. Part four of our Constitution grants
economic, social and cultural rights to every Indian citizen. However, they are nonjusticiable. These means that a violation of these rights can‘t be sorted out in any
court of law.
Again, it goes to the credit of successive governments, at the centre and in the states,
that elections have been duly held. Our fundamental rights have been suspended only
once, during the emergency in 1975-76. All these instances are proof of a working
democratic setup, which favours the actual practice of human rights.
Constitution of India has provided several checks and balances to ensure the basic
human rights of its citizens. There are various agencies the monitor the human rights
situation in the country. The government of the day is answerable to the opposition
and the state legislatures. The mass media is expected to oversee the implementation
of human rights enshrined in our Constitution. It can create a strong public opinion
about human rights issues. They can support the people and institutions working in
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this area. While doing so media should take care not to be misled and mislead the
people instead.
2.7 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
1. How successful has the media in India been, in promoting environmental
issues among the people? Explain with examples.
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
2. Is media in India an agent of the powerful elites including the government at
the centre? What are your views?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
3. Media reinforces gender stereotypes. Do you agree? Why/why not?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
4. From your everyday experience, cite two instances to show the harmful
effects of media on children.
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
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UNIT-3

ETHICS IN JOURNALISM

Unit Structure
3.1 Learning Objective
3.2 Introduction
3.3 Values and Ethics of Journalism
3.3.1 Objectivity
3.3.2 Sincerity, truthfulness, accuracy
3.3.3 Decency
3.3.4 Impartiality
3.3.5 Crass commercialism
3.3.6 Sensationalism
3.3.7 Privacy
3.3.8 Obscenity
3.4 Conflicts of Interest
3.5 Journalism ethics and standards
3.6 Ethical dilemmas
3.6.1 Resolving Ethical Dilemmas
3.6.2 Original Guidelines
3.7 Society of Professional Journalists: Code of Ethics
3.7.1 Minimize Harm
3.7.2 Act Independently
3.7.3 Be Accountable
3.8 Check Your Progress

3.1 LEARNING OBJECTIVE
This Chapter discusses various issues faced by journalists to carry out responsible
journalism. It gives a fair idea about values and ethics of journalism. At the end of
this unit students should
 Have fair understanding about Values of professional journalism
 Ethical issues in journalism profession
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3.2 INTRODUCTION
Ethics needs to be a part of all the profession. It is even more needed to be followed
by media professionals to keep the image as ‗fourth estate‘ intact.
According to Webster‘s New World Dictionary, ‗ethics‘ is a system or code of
morals, of a particular person, religion, group, profession, etc. Ethics, according to the
Macquarie Dictionary, is a system of Moral Principles, by which actions and
proposals may be judged good or bad or right or wrong. Ethics ask what we should do
in some circumstance, or what we should do as participants in an activity or
profession.
Ethics is the difficult practical task of applying norms and standards to ever new and
changing circumstances. Ethics is the process of inventing new and better ethical
responses to problems and conflicts.
3.3 VALUES AND ETHICS OF JOURNALISM
Law is imposed on journalists by the government of a nation similar to how it is
imposed on all the citizens of the nation. Laws like defamation, contempt of court,
contempt of parliament exist to check the excesses and errors of the journalists.
Principles of Journalism deal with how news should be received from various sources
and reported. Ethics are the moral principles involved in news reporting and
coverage.
A journalist needs to have certain moral principles to be followed in his/her
profession which could be termed as ‗professional ethics‘. Ethics could not be forced
on any one but each profession carry a ‗Code of Conduct‘ to be seen as rules of
practice. Ethical guidelines are peculiar to each profession and are designed to
prevent abuse and unrestrained use of the powers and privileges of that profession.
Many Newspapers in India have formulated their own code of ethics for their
employees to follow.
Those are the days when journalism was considered to be an idealistic profession and
pen‘s mightiness over sword was well maintained. Now the journalist as well as the
society has accepted that journalism is just another profession and media
organizations are considers being business ventures that compete with each other to
win the race and be ahead in ratings. The rising popularity of electronic media and
their giving utmost importance to entertainment aspect has paved the way for this sort
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of unhealthy competition. Even in such a scenario, some basic ethical considerations
need to be kept in mind by the journalists.
3.3.1 Objectivity
A newspaper or channel might be having affiliation towards a particular political
party or a business group. But, in news reporting, such priorities of the media
organizations should not get reflected. Also, the reporter of a news item should also
be careful that his individualistic opinions should not be part of the report. News and
Views need to be always separate to maintain objectivity by the journalists. When
public interest and the interest of a particular media organization may not go hand in
hand in certain instances, priority needs to be given to the public interest and not
business interests.
3.3.2 Sincerity, Truthfulness, Accuracy
Good faith with the reader is the foundation of all journalism worthy of the name. By
every consideration of good faith a newspaper is constrained to be truthful. It is not to
be excused for lack of thoroughness or accuracy within its control, or failure to obtain
command of these essential qualities.
3.3.3 Decency
Journalists also have moral responsibility in using the words and illustrations they
use. In news reporting, especially stories on as fire, accident or sex the decision over
what details to include involves more than just newsworthiness. The reporting should
not show or promote violence and obscenity. Obligation to protect moral of children
should also be remembered. Journalist should use the words or illustrations which are
decent for the society and are of good taste.
3.3.4 Impartiality
Sound practice makes clear distinction between news reports and expression of
opinion. News reports should be free from opinion or basics of any kind. This rules
does not apply to so-called special articles unmistakably devoted to advocacy or
characterized by a signature authorizing own conclusion and interpretation of the
writer. News Reporting should balance with presentation of every side involved.
3.3.5 Crass Commercialism
The practice of cut-throat commercial competition with rivals with sole aim to make
money/profit without any consideration of how it affects others is known as Crass
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Commercialism. All the media organizations are entitled to make profit, but making
money should not be sole objective of media organizations. They should not practice
unfair means to earn more profits. They should not be involved in crass
commercialism, including in unfair practices like obscene scenes, pictures and
writings. That such portrayal would spoil the mind of the young stars and children
should be kept in mind by the media.
3.3.6 Sensationalism
Sensationalizing the events/ happenings needs to be avoided by an ethical journalist.
Basically in the time of communal clashes and disasters, there is a rush and anxiety
among the people to know the latest news. Instead of cashing on such expectations,
media should see that the reporting is done in such a way that it would not aggravate
the clashes or create unnecessary fear in minds of the people about a disaster.
3.3.7 Privacy
Privacy of any individual can be invaded physically by sticking a microphone into
someone‘s face, or it may be publishing embarrassing personal information. But
Publication or broadcasting of information, including pictures, about the private lives
or concerns of individuals without consent should be avoided. However, this is
acceptable only if a serious legitimate public interest outweighs their normal human
right of privacy or where the material concerned ought to be published in the public
interest which outweighs the normal human right of privacy. Also Sources are needed
for breaking news but at the same time their privacy also should be respected and
safeguarded and should not be taken for granted by media.
3.3.8 Obscenity
Obscenity can be defined as any work that appeals predominantly to prurient interest
or any work that depicts or describes sexual conduct in patently offensive way.
Obscenity is referred to indecent expressions, such as words, images and actions.
Extreme care must be taken by journalists that obscene word and depiction are
avoided specially while reporting crime and involving women.
3.4 CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
In an era of great and growing dissatisfaction with the media, it is imperative that
journalists avoid conflicts of interest, defined as situations in which there are
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competing professional, personal and/or financial obligations or interests that
compete with the journalist's obligation to his outlet and audience.
Writing about friends and family members: Most newspapers bar reporters from
writing about, or including quotes from friends or family members, although there
may be some exceptions, if the reporter is open about it. In an autobiography or
memoir, obviously it is fine. Even here, however, there is an obligation: the writer
should be transparent and stipulate the relationship, whatever form that may take.
When a reporter is sent out to sample opinion or find an expert, those sources should
not be relations, unless the journalist can honestly claim the relationship won‘t say
what he writes one way or the other. In other words, would the reporter pull punches
because he's a friend of the source? That's why it is usually a good idea to stay clear
of using friends and relatives in articles in most instances.
Press junkets: Most reputable news organizations prohibit contributors from
participating in press junkets, which are trips offered to journalists that are paid for by
the entities the reporters cover, i.e., movie studios, electronics companies,
government agencies.
Accepting hospitality: If a reporter is interviewing a CEO at a company or at the
executive's home, it is fine to accept a sandwich and a soft drink. At a restaurant,
however, the reporter should pay for the meal or drink. Drinking alcohol on the job
can be problematic. The Kalamazoo Gazette fired a reporter and photographer in
2005 for participating in a drinking game while researching a story on problem
drinking on college campuses. An editor claimed the transgression compromised the
paper's integrity.
Gifts: Journalists generally should not accept any gifts from sources or from the
subjects of their stories. Sometimes sources will send tokens of their appreciation
after the fact, which is to say after publication. Every media outlet has its own policy
on accepting such gifts. It may be permissible to accept food, private lodging and/or
small tokens of affection or gratitude. Similarly, in some cultures (Japan, for
example) it is appropriate for a reporter to present a small gift to a source before the
interview starts, especially if the interview is being conducted in the source's home.
As always, use common sense. A reporter should not guarantee an interview subject
favorable coverage in exchange for access.
Free tickets: While some publications, like The New York Times, prohibit theirr
reporters from accepting free tickets to a performance they are writing about or
reviewing, most others allow staff writers and freelancers to procure press passes to
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movie screenings, concerts and theatrical productions. The same goes for review
copies of books, compact discs, DVDs and access to subscription-only web sites.
Paying sources: Most reputable news organizations do not pay sources
forinformation. To do so can undermine the integrity of the information.
Investments (stock, bonds, venture capital): Journalists must avoid all financial
entanglements (stock ownership, financial transactions, etc.) with the people and
companies they cover.
Political and charitable donations: If a journalist donates a politician running
office, he should not cover the election which also includes rivals of the politician to
whom the journalist has donated. If the reporter donates money to a politically active
organization his/her objectivity may be called into question to write about issues of
interest to these organizations.
Blogs: Nowadays it's common for journalists -- and journalism students -- to blogand
to comment on the blogs of others. What the reporter chooses to blog about and what
she/he write for publication could potentially raise ethical concerns. For example, if
she/he blogs about a hard news story published on stem cell research and bash
governmental policy, readers could conceivably question your objectivity. Be aware
that whatever she/he writes may remain in cyberspace in perpetuity, revealed with a
simple Web search. If you post malicious, immature or prurient material, or engage in
online "flame wars," you could inadvertently undermine your credibility and ethical
standing. A rule of thumb: since everything you write online is, in effect, published,
that violates the rules of honest and decent journalism.
3.5 JOURNALISM ETHICS AND STANDARDS
Journalism ethics and standards comprise Principles of ethics and of good practice as
applicable to the specific challenges faced by journalists. Historically and currently,
this subset of media ethics is widely known to journalists as their professional "code
of ethics" or the "canons of journalism". The basic codes and canons commonly
appear in statements drafted by both professional journalism associations and
individual print, broadcast, and online news organizations.
While various existing codes have some differences, most share common elements
including the principles of—truthfulness, accuracy, objectivity, impartiality, fairness
and public accountability—as these apply to the acquisition of newsworthy
information and its subsequent dissemination to the public.
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Like many broader ethical systems, journalism ethics include the principle of
"limitation of harm." This often involves the withholding of certain details from
reports such as the names of minor children, crime victims' names or information not
materially related to particular news reports release of which might, for example,
harm someone's reputation.
Some journalistic codes of ethics, notably the European ones, also include a concern
with discriminatory references in news based on race, religion, sexual orientation, and
physical or mental disabilities. The Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe
approved in 1993 Resolution 1003 on the Ethics of Journalism which recommends
journalists to respect the presumption of innocence, in particular in cases that are still
sub judice.
3.6 ETHICAL DILEMMAS
One of the primary functions of journalism ethics is to aid journalists in dealing with
many ethical dilemmas they may encounter. From highly sensitive issues of national
security to everyday questions such as accepting a dinner from a source, putting a
bumper sticker on one's car, publishing a personal opinion blog, a journalist must
make decisions taking into account things such as the public's right to know, potential
threats, reprisals and intimidations of all kinds, personal integrity, conflicts between
editors, reporters and publishers or management, and many other such conundrum.
The following are illustrations of some of those.
Foreign newspaper dealt with extremely difficult ethical dilemmas faced by
journalists, despite of government intervention.
The Center for International Media Ethics, an international non-profit organisation
"offers platform for media professionals to follow current ethical dilemmas of the
press" through its blog. Besides highlighting the ethical concerns of recent stories,
journalists are encouraged to express their own opinion. The organisation "urges
journalists to make their own judgments and identify their own strategies."
The Ethics Advice Line for Journalists, a joint venture, public service project of
Chicago Headline Club Chapter of the Society of Professional Journalists and Loyola
University Chicago Center for Ethics and Social Justice, provides some examples of
typical ethical dilemmas reported to their ethical dilemma hotline and are typical of
the kinds of questions faced by many professional journalists.
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3.6.1 Resolving Ethical Dilemmas
The code of ethics in media was created by a suggestion from the 1947 Hutchins
Commission. They suggested that newspapers, broadcasters and journalists had
started to become more responsible for journalism and thought they should be held
accountable.
3.6.2 Original Guidelines
The guidelines were set up around two important ideas by Straubhaar, LaRose &
Davenport. The first guideline is that "whoever enjoys a special measure of freedom,
like a professional journalist, has an obligation to society to use their freedoms and
powers responsibly." This guideline is useful so that people in power are able to be
held liable in case their actions are not professional. People that have high media
attention should not abuse the power. The second guideline that was established is
"society's welfare is paramount, more important than individual careers or even
individual rights." Again, holding people responsible for their actions and stating that
society is more important due to the vast number of people that could be affected by
poor behaviour.
The Hutchins Commission added another five guidelines specifically for the press.
1. "Present meaningful news, accurate and separated from opinion"
2. "Serve as a forum for the exchange of comment and criticism and to expand
access to diverse points of view."
3. "Project "a representative picture of the constituent groups in society" by
avoiding stereotypes by including minority groups."
4. "Clarify the goals and values of society; implicit was an appeal to avoid
pandering to the lowest common denominator."
5. "Give broad coverage of what was known about society".
All of these guidelines are important because the press is needed to maintain a neutral
viewpoint, providing the basic facts and allowing for readers to come up with their
own opinions from the news that they report.
These guidelines inspired Society of Professional Journalists which is the current
version of media ethics that were adopted in 1996.
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3.7 SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL JOURNALISTS: CODE OF ETHICS
The Society of Professional Journalists created a code of ethics that are in effect
today. The main mantra of the code is "Seek truth and Report it!" The code also states
that: "Journalists should be honest, fair, and courageous in gathering, reporting, and
interpreting information. Journalists should:"
 "Test the accuracy of information from all sources and exercise care to avoid
inadvertent error. Deliberate distortion is never permissible."
 "Diligently seek out subjects of news stories to give them the opportunity to
respond to allegations of wrong doing."
 "Identify sources whenever feasible. The public is entitled to as much
information as possible on sources' reliability."
 "Always question sources' motives before promising anonymity. Clarify
conditions attached to any promises made in exchange for information. Keep
promises."
 "Make certain that headlines, news teases, and promotional material, photos,
video, audio, graphics, sound bites, and quotations do not misrepresent. They
should not oversimplify or highlight incidents out of context."
 "Never distort the content of news photos or video. Image enhancement for
technical clarity is always permissible. Label montages and photo
illustrations."
 "Avoid misleading re-enactments or staged news events. If re-enactment is
necessary to tell a story, label it."
 "Avoid undercover or other surreptitious methods of gathering information
except when traditional open methods will not yield information vital to the
public. Use of such methods should be explained as part of the story."
 "Tell the story of the diversity and magnitude of the human experience boldly,
even, when it is unpopular to do so."
 "Examine their own cultural values and avoid imposing on those values on
others."
 "Avoid stereotyping by race, gender, age, religion, ethnicity, geography,
sexual orientation, disability, physical appearance, or social status."
 "Support the open exchange of views, even views they find repugnant." "Give
voice to the voiceless; official and unofficial sources of information can be
equally valid." "Distinguish between advocacy and news reporting. Analysis
and commentary should be labelled and not misrepresent fact or content."
 "Distinguish news from advertising, and shun hybrids that blur the lines
between the two."
 "Recognize and special obligation to ensure that the public's business is
conducted in the open and that government records are open to inspection."
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3.7.1 Minimize Harm
Ethical journalists treat sources, subjects, and colleagues as human beings deserving
of respect. Journalists should:











"Show compassion for those who may be affected adversely by news
coverage. Use special sensitivity when dealing with children and inexperience
sources or subjects."
"Be sensitive when seeking or using interviews or photographs of those
affected by tragedy or guilt."
"Recognize that gathering and reporting information may cause harm or
discomfort. Pursuit of the news is not a license for arrogance."
"Recognize that private people have a greater right to control information
about themselves that do public officials and others who seek power,
influence, or attention. Only an overriding public need can justify intrusion
into anyone's privacy."
"Show good taste. Avoid pandering to lurid curiosity."
"Be cautions of identifying juvenile suspects or victims of sex crimes."
"Be judicious about naming criminal suspects before the formal filing of
charges."
"Balance a criminal suspect's fair trial rights with the public's right to be
informed."

3.7.2 Act Independently
Journalists should be free of obligation to any interest other than the public's right to
know. Journalists should:









"Avoid conflict of interest, real or perceived."
"Remain free of associations and activities that may compromise integrity or
damage credibility."
"Refuse gifts, favours, fees, free travel, and special treatment, and shun
secondary employment, political involvement, public office, and service in
community organizations if they compromise journalistic integrity."
"Disclose unavoidable conflicts."
"Be vigilant and courageous about holding those with power accountable."
"Deny favoured treatment to advertisers and special interests and resist their
pressure to influence news coverage."
"Be wary of sources offering information for favours or money; avoid
bidding for news."
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3.7.3 Be Accountable
Journalists are accountable to their readers, listeners, viewers, and each other.
Journalists should:






"Clarify and explain news coverage and invite dialogue with the public over
journalistic conduct."
"Encourage the public to voice grievances against the news media."
"Admit mistakes and correct them promptly."
"Expose unethical practices of journalists and the news media."
"Abide by the same high standards to which they hold others."

All of these guidelines are for the betterment of society and regulation of media.
3.8 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
1. What do you mean by journalism ethics?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
2. How does a Newspaper gain the faith of the readers?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
3. What do you mean by conflict of Interest?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
4. What do you mean by ethical dilemma in Media?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
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UNIT-4

CITIZEN JOURNALISM

Unit Structure
4.1 Learning Objectives
4.2 Introduction
4.3 Definition of Citizen Journalism
4.4 Citizen Journalism in Mass Media
4.5 Citizen Journalism in Mass Media: Indian Perspective
4.6 Scope of Citizen Journalism in the Social Media Age
4.7 Citizen Journalism and Social Media in India
4.8 Check your Progress

4.1 LEARNING OBJECTIVES
The objective of this unit is to understand the concept and scope of citizen journalism.
Further, in this unit, we have discussed the role of social media in citizen journalism.
After reading this unit you will be able to understand:
 Citizen Journalism as a concept
 Social media and Citizen Journalism
4.2 INTRODUCTION
Mass media works for masses. It performs many functions for the masses. But what if
these masses and even some journalists start doubting the content produced by these
mass media? Then search for alternatives begin. Citizen journalism is one such
alternative.
In this unit we will try to understand citizen journalism as a concept and how social
media has strengthened the citizen journalism with some examples.
Citizen journalism can be understood as the journalism practiced by the common
citizen. It means the content is produced and disseminate by the citizen. Members of
public take charge of the content and reporting. It helps to focus problems, issues,
points, aspects and information which has been ignored or skipped by the mass
media.
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Citizen journalism is also known as ―public‖, ―participatory‖, ―democratic‖,
‖guerrilla‖ or ―street‖ journalism. The terms are different but the meaning is almost
same.
It is not a new term and it has been practiced since years. Letters to the editor is the
oldest form of citizen journalists. And it has a history. In India, all the newspapers
started with a column devoted to the letters of the common readers. And through
those letters readers used talk about their opinions, views and problems. In a way
readers were producing a local content for the newspapers.
But with social media citizen journalism has changed the dynamics and got a new
role to play. Before going into other details let‘s see some of the definitions of citizen
journalism.
4.3 DEFINITIONS OF CITIZEN JOURNALISM
Following are some of the definitions given by reputed dictionaries, scholars, writers
and journalists.
Oxford Dictionary:
The collection, dissemination, and analysis of news and information by the general
public, especially by means of the Internet.
Encyclopedia Britannica:
Citizen journalism, that is conducted by people who are not professional journalists
but who disseminate information using Websites, blogs, and social media.
Jay Rosen, a media critic, writer, and a professor of journalism at New York
University defines Citizen Journalism:
When the people formerly known as the audience employ the press tools they have in
their possession to inform one another, that‘s citizen journalism.
Courtney Radsch, an American journalist, author and free expression advocate. An
alternative and activist form of newsgathering and reporting that functions outside
mainstream media institutions, often as a response to shortcomings in the professional
journalistic field, that uses similar journalistic practices but is driven by different
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objectives and ideals and relies on alternative sources of legitimacy than traditional or
mainstream journalism
Clemencia Rodriguez, Colombian US-based media and communication scholarShe
argues that independent media enable ‗ordinary‘ citizens to become politically
empowered. For her, when people create their own media they are better able to
represent themselves and their communities. She sees these ‗citizens‘ media‘ as
projects of self-education. For Rodriguez, the term ‗citizens‘ is particular: it refers to
those members of society who ‗actively participate in actions that reshape their own
identities, the identities of others, and their social environment, [through which] they
produce power‘
The seminal report We Media: How Audiences are Shaping the Future of News and
Information given by Shayne Bowman and Chris Willis
Citizen journalism is the act of citizens ―playing an active role in the process of
collecting, reporting, analyzing and disseminating news and information‖. They say,
―The intent of this participation is to provide independent, reliable, accurate, wideranging and relevant information that a democracy requires.‖
Citizen journalism has been summed up well by former Chicago Tribune publisheras
‗the new interactive medium both threatens the status quo and promises an exciting
new way of learning about the world‘.
We can sum up with Citizen Journalismis the term used to describe journalism-like
mass media content produced and published by non-professional journalists, i.e.
everyday people who produce and publish written, photographic or videographic
content for free.
Why Citizen Journalism?
Citizen Journalism as a phenomenon is important because of the following reasons:
People are sharing news and views on different issues and it helps to strengthen the
democracy. The new alternative voices and sources can get space in citizen
journalism. It improves democratic system as it ensures the diversity of public
opinion.
In any type of crisis-natural or man-made, citizen journalism can help to get more and
first hand information. It is a great source during disasters relief information.
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Citizen journalism is participation of common people and hence it works without
gatekeepers.
Citizen journalism may create space for marginalized, alternative and activists‘ social
groups, which otherwise do not get enough space to voice their opinions.
Citizen journalism can counterbalance to the mainstream media by giving space to the
issues which are being ignored by mass media.
Citizen journalism encourages the collaborative learning and participatory culture.
Unlike mass media, citizen journalism is not dependent on advertisements or
corporate sponsors and government. And hence it can produce more authentic
content. Citizen media is a volunteer work of low cost production hence can focus on
the content which mass media doesn‘t find profitable.
4.4 CITIZEN JOURNALISM IN MASS MEDIA
Mass media is losing its audience to social media. Many studies have shown that the
news consumption patterns are changing very fast. Social media and smartphone apps
are becoming popular news source for the younger generations. At the same time
many mainstream media organizations are under financial pressure, especially the
newspapers. In some countries, including the United States, many local newspapers
are closing down. In such situations malpractices in journalism forced people not to
trust the mass media content. People increasingly feel that a highly concentrated and
controlled mass media no longer provides the information which is relevant to their
lives. In countries with repressive governments and militancy control, citizens
become weary of the official news that is served up to them. And this is time when
internet actsas an alternative source to state-controlled propaganda or commercially
loaded content.
This is where citizen journalists become more important and relevant.
In times of economic crisis and decreasing audiences, particularly among young
people, the vast majority of mainstream media has encouraged the active involvement
of non-professional journalists in three main ways: encouraging comments on an
existing news piece crowd-sourcing, where a reporter asks the general public to
provide additional information to complete a story, or to help check facts uploading
content through specific c applications on websites or creating dedicated citizen
journalism sites Some Examples:
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CNN iReports:
It‘s a community that enables news reporting from different angles and lets users
share and discuss stories. Although it‘s a CNN (English News Channel) platform, the
stories aren‘t edited, fact-checked or even screened prior to being published. CNN
producers do monitor the content and if something is unique or compelling enough, it
can make it onto CNN. These stories are marked ‗CNN iReport‘.
Ohmy News:
In South Korea the online entrepreneur Oh Yeon-ho declared in 2000 that ―every
citizen is a reporter.‖ Oh and three South Korean colleagues started an online daily
newspaper in 2000 because, he said, they were dissatisfied with the traditional South
Korean press. Unable to afford the costs of hiring professionals and printing a
newspaper, they started OhmyNews, a Web site that used volunteers to generate its
content. In a speech on the site‘s seventh anniversary, Oh, the firm‘s president and
CEO, noted that the news site began with 727 citizen reporters in one country and by
2007 had grown to 50,000 contributors reporting from 100 countries.
4.5 CITIZEN JOURNALISM IN MASS MEDIA: INDIAN PERSPECTIVE
As mentioned earlier Indian newspapers always had a column called ‗letters to the
editor‘ on the editorial page.There is a space for the readers to express themselves
with all the newspapers and magazines. Nowadays, getting viewers to engage actively
in the collating and presenting of news on television is becoming a standard feature of
many news channels in India.
CNN-IBN is one of the first news channels in India to use the concept of ―citizen
journalist,‖ whereby any person can send in a report that is aired in a separate section.
On public hoardings the 24x7 English-language news channel CNN-IBN invites
viewers to be a ‗citizen journalist‘ in the news enterprise. ‗You see it. You report it‘,
is how one of their advertisements phrases it. Viewers with well-documented stories
send in video reports and images on local issues, or on local repercussions of national
issues to their Citizen Journalism account on the channel‘s website IBNlive.com.
On the other news channel NDTV 24x7, text messages from the audiences are forcing
courts to re-open long-standing unresolved criminal cases and expedite the delivery
of justice.Every evening at prime-time, the news and analysis programmes India 360°
and Face the Nation on CNN-IBN solicit public opinion on an important issue of the
day, and the audience obliges with a steady stream of text messages. While the
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programme anchor engages in a lively discussion with the invited commentators, the
viewer can read opinions ‗sms-ed‘ by a nation-wide public at the bottom of the
screen.
The Reader‘s Editor initiative taken by the Hindu was another such example. It was
started in 2006. The Corrections and Clarifications column might have been a tedious,
time-consuming and exhausting process. But it also opened up the space for
interesting engagement between the readers and the journalists of this newspaper.
Thus, public opinion now finds easy and instantaneous expression in the form of
citizen journalism.
4.6 SCOPE OF CITIZEN JOURNALISM IN THE SOCIAL MEDIA AGE
With emergence of social media platforms and media sharing websites citizen
journalism is more accessible to the people worldwide. In addition this the
availability of cellular smart telephones and cheaper data packs has made citizen
journalism even easier to practice. With minimum understanding of technology,
citizens often can report breaking news more quickly than traditional media reporters.
In an act considered an early form of citizen journalism, Abraham Zapruder, a 58 year
old woman‘s clothing maker equipped with a home-movie camera, captured the
clearest and most widely-disseminated footage of the assassination of President John
F. Kennedy. The video, immortalized as the Zapruder film, depicts the final seconds
of President Kennedy‘s life as bullets forever changed the course of history. The
video was then used by mass media.
George Holliday, a manager at a plumbing and rooting company, fired up his Sony
Handycam on March 3, 1991 to record four Los Angeles policemen brutally beating
up Rodney King. This clip shocked the society and media took the storyforward.
These were the initial examples of citizen journalism in western world. It continues
with modern and advance social media tools. And the scope of citizen journalism
expanded. During 9/11 many eyewitness accounts of the terrorist attacks on the
World Trade Center came from citizen journalists. Images and stories from citizen
journalists close to the World Trade Center offered content that played a major role in
the story.
In 2004, when the 9.1-magnitude underwater earthquake caused a huge tsunami in
Banda Aceh Indonesia and across the Indian ocean, a weblog-based virtual network
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of previously unrelated bloggers emerged that covered the news in real-time, and
became a vital source for the traditional media for the first week after the tsunami.
In 2009, the plane was crashed in Hudson river and the news was broke on Twitter.
Now famous as an example of citizen journalism on Twitter, Janis Krums‘ Twitpic
and accompanying tweet became the iconic harbinger of the Hudson River plane
crash.
In 2012, the death of Whitney Houston an American singer, actress, producer, and
model was also broke on Twitter. Twenty-seven minutes before mainstream media
broke the news of Whitney Houston‘s death on Saturday night, the story was on
Twitter, reported by a man who tweeted the news out to his 14 followers.
Above examples are about individual attempts to give the news as a part of citizen
journalism. But with time it was taken to the organizational level also.
Demotix: Launched in 2009, London-based Demotix is an open newswire aimed at
anyone from freelance professional journalists to amateur hacks. You can upload text,
pictures and videos, and the content is shared with over 200 media organizations
around the world.
Allvoices: It is a US-based citizen media website that has been on the go for over
three years now. It‘s pretty high-traffic, and the user-generated news website is a very
good platform for citizen hacks from across the world to share what‘s happening
where they are.
Global Voices: Global Voices Online it is an international border-less, largely
volunteer community of more than 1400 writers, analysts, online media experts, and
translators.Global Voices has been leading the conversation on citizen media
reporting since 2005. They curate, verify and translate (almost in 40 languages)
trending news and stories we might be missing on the Internet, from blogs,
independent press and social media in 167 countries. They work with a mission to
find the most compelling and important stories coming from marginalized and
misrepresented communities. We speak out against online censorship and support
new ways for people to gain access to the Internet. Global Voices reports, edits,
translates stories, empower the communities, defend the online rights and freedoms
and fights censorship.
With just two examples we can understand the scope of citizen journalism is
unending with the availability of social media platforms.
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4.7 CITIZEN JOURNALISM AND SOCIAL MEDIA IN INDIA
In the social media space, citizen journalism initiatives are the people‘s news
platforms of the people, by the people, for the people, providing power to the people
and empowering democracy.
Bhagalpur is a small town in the state of Bihar. A Citizen Journalist captured, in his
camera, how a man accused of snatching a chain was brutally beaten first by the mob
and then by the police, who even tied him to his motorcycle and dragged him for a
distance. The visuals caught the attention of the nation and media pressure coupled
with widespread condemnation of the open abuse of human rights forced Bihar
government to act against the policemen involved.
A story by a Citizen Journalist was the headline of the entire news network. The story
about the stripping of over 1000 men in the village of Boraj, near Ajmer, shook the
conscience of the whole nation. The local elected body, the village Panchayat, had
asked the men to strip to establish whether any of them was involved in the rape of a
35-year-old woman from the village.
Another story, by a Punjab based Citizen Journalist, exposed theft from trains that
ferried oil. Many children, men and women filling their buckets with oil were shown
and as a result many guilty officials lost their jobs.
But these examples are before the boom of social media. After the availability of
social media the scope of citizen journalism was widened. Some groups have started
new organised initiatives.Here are some organized initiatives of citizen journalism in
India:
Meri News:
It is an English-language web portal launched in 2006. The website is owned by
Bizsol Advisors Pvt. Ltd. and allows anyone to share news, opinion, analysis,
reviews, photos and events. Merinews was started by Vipul Kant Upadhyay, who
started with no journalism background. In 2011 Merinews was India‘s largest citizen
journalism portal. Editor-in-Chief of merinews.com, Vipulkant Upadhyay is keen in
making this medium more powerful, thus meaningful by expanding citizen‘s
participation in the political process.
The website says ‗Evolution of technology and emergence of new modes of
communication add bigger dimensions to this daunting task raising the expectations
and information needs of the people on one hand while facilitating instant and
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seamless flow of information. Thus People to People (P2P) interaction is of
paramount importance and rather inevitable.
Meri News is based on the concept of participatory media and citizen journalism,
which transcend beyond the limitations of conventional media and allows citizens of
the country to report, read, write, comment and debate news, views - happenings they
find significant. In unique ways, it provides the tools of informing and opinion
shaping to the people in both text and visual forms.
Each submission is open to scrutiny of the people who bring in a rare diversity of
views on a single issue. At the least, they tell you about the people‘s mood, and at
higher levels, enlarge the original perspective to sum up the general view. This makes
merinews unmistakably a powerful means to foster democratic values and innovative
governance, thus marks the much-needed forward step for a more just and democratic
dispensations, in which people are the winners‘
Video Volunteers: Empowering Community Voices
International community media organization equips women and men in
underdeveloped areas with video journalism skills, enabling entire communities to
expose under-reported stories from their communities and take action to right the
wrongs of poverty, injustice and inequality. In India, they have created the largest,
most diverse network of salaried Community Producers in the world. Because of our
training, hundreds of villagers and slum dwellers working as diamond polishers,
students, teachers, artists, photographers, rickshaw drivers, housewives, day
labourers, and others from different walks of marginalized life have empowered their
communities and transformed themselves into journalists and activists.
The mission of Video Volunteers is to empower the world‘s poorest citizens by
helping them to become the player in global media. It gives them right to cover the
wrongs they witness for mass media. Providing disadvantaged communities with the
journalistic and creative skills they need, VV‘s models for locally-owned and
managed media production teach people to articulate and share their perspectives on
the issues that matter to them – on a local and a global scale.
Vision of VV envisions a world in which all disadvantaged communities have their
own locally relevant and locally produced media that celebrates their culture, voices
grassroots concerns, and stimulates dialog to find solutions to endemic problems.
Content produced by these fully-trained individuals has been broadcast in mainstream
media and is regularly screened online and for hundreds of thousands of people
during local events in disadvantaged communities throughout India.
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Dalit Camera:
Dalit Camera is a YouTube channel started in 2011 with an ordinary still camera with
a rudimentary video recording facility. Now with the support from various volunteers
they own four cameras, working in two states, Andhra Pradesh and West Bengal. One
could describe Dalit Camera (DC) as a team of volunteers. They take videos of
protest, public meeting, discussion, talks and upload it on the Internet. Expenses are
usually met for by voluntary contribution. Bathran Ravichandran, a doctoral
candidate at the English and Foreign Languages University (EFLU) in Hyderabad
started Dalit Camera.
Dalit Camera document perspectives on/voices of Dalits, Adivasis, Bahujans and
Minorities (DABM). A largely crowd-sourced platform that tells a variety of stories
which are not being reported in mainstream mass media.
Savari: Women Together
Savari is a website run by and for Dalit and Adivasi women. It discusses everything
from food, to violence, struggles for equal pay, discrimination and showcases Dalit
and Bahujan art, articles and poetry.
Popular, insightful, incisive and sensitive, Savari is a must read for anyone interested
in issues of gender and marginalization.
Here’s how Savari describes itself.
‗‘We are adivasi, bahujan and dalit women. Here we share our thoughts about our
lives and the society we live in, including conflicts with the self, family and
community. These are perspectives from our history, and our dreams for the future.
Here we are in conversations with each other, with the men from our communities,
and others. Inspired by our foremothers, the free spirited, knowledge bearing,
community healers of the Saura people, this space is named Savari.Members of
Savari continue the traditions of the anti-caste struggles of our ancestors, elders,
sisters and brothers from all parts of South Asia. The dream of an equal world
underlies each and every conversation here‘‘.
CGNET Swara
Shubrashu Choudhury, a former BBC correspondent, set up the CGNet Swara in
February 2010 for the people of Chhattisgarh. Populated primarily by the Adivasis, an
indigenous people who are among the poorest and most socioeconomically
disadvantaged in all of India, Chhattisgarh has rich reserves of minerals but lacks
basic school and health facilities.
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Choudhury believes that the residents of Chhattisgarh need to have a credible news
source manned by journalists who know the language and culture of the land.
Chhattisgarh is a difficult environment for the media. Due to a shortage of trained
journalists in rural areas, there are no established news sources in the local tribal
languages, such as Kurukh or Gondi, each of which has more than 2 million speakers.
While newspapers and television stations have a presence in the state, only rarely do
they cater to the needs or broadcast the voices of the Adivasi population.
Users of CGNetS wara place an ordinary phone call to the system, which presents
them with the option of recording their news stories and listen to other messages in
their own language. CGNET is a voice portal that citizens call using any mobile or
landline to record a news story. Incoming calls are usually free, with outgoing calls
costs minimum. Once a message gets recorded from the field, journalists accessing
the system use a Web-based interface to review and verify the report. Approved
reports are then made available for playback over the phone, and can be accessed on
the CGNET Swara site. The CGNET Swara has been referred to as an audio blog
where citizens upload voice reports.
Users don‘t need access to the web. Since the portal is accessed through mobile
phones, most find it easy to use. CGNet Swara is not Internet dependent for users and
callers are guided through voice prompts. Because it has the facility to record voice,
the literacy is not an issue which ensures the participation of women as well. CGNET
Swara logs more than 500 calls per day.
With these examples one can understand the role and scope of citizen journalism. The
critics of citizen journalism talk about the authenticity of the content, biased,
opinioned subjective information, in citizen journalism focus could be only on soft
stories and citizen journalism may work like echo chambers, where same opinions are
expressed again and again. But in spite of these criticisms the future of social media is
bright because of the available social media platforms. Social media will strengthen
the participation of common people in all type of communication and one can hope
the content will become better and better with time.
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4.8 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
1. Explain why everyone with a smart phone can be considered to be a
journalist?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
2. What is the criticisms citizen journalists face?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
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